I. INTRODUCTION
P HASE STEPPING is a well-known technique widely used for accurate recovery of phase (i.e., optical path difference), in both single-point and imaging interferometry. In Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) [1] , it is used to recover phase maps [2] related to displacement or strain fields. The measurement technique requires the acquisition of successive intensity images obtained by coherent superposition of a reference wavefront onto the wavefront scattered by the surface under test; the phase of the reference wavefront must be increased by a known amount before acquisition of each following image.
In Fig. 1 , it is shown a typical set-up allowing out-of-plane displacement measurement, in both free space and fiber-optic versions. Fiber-optic set-up is well suited for portable systems, as well as for recessed site [3] applications.
Many techniques can be used to implement phase stepping, in open-loop [4] and closed-loop [5] , [6] , configuration. Open-loop techniques are environment-sensitive (thermal fluctuations, vibrations, ) and suffer from nonlinearity and hysteresis of the actuator used to implement phase modulation; Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9456(00)06344-0. they also require fine-tuning [7] of the system. Closed-loop techniques show all the advantages of negative feedback control systems, and are the only ones relevant in high-accuracy measurements.
II. PHASE MAP RECOVERY
In ESPI, the phase map is usually recovered from a given number , at least three but typically four (or six [8] ), of speckle pattern intensity fields taken with different values of the reference wavefront phase [2] (1) where wavenumber at the laser wavelength mean intensity of the speckle field;
0018-9456/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE fringe visibility; phase difference; displacement to be measured; -th reference wavefront phase; , point functions in the image plane. Equation (1) is only an approximated relationship [2] obtained from the following image processing sequence: 1) difference between the image of the object and the same image taken (and stored) before deformation; and 2) absolute value of the previously obtained result. Operations 1) and 2) are repeated for each value of the reference wavefront phase.
Using a four-step technique with zero initial phase, each step being wide, the following equations are obtained:
where mean intensity and fringe visibility are supposed not to vary during acquisition of all the images. The phase difference is then easily obtained [2] from (2) as (3) III. PHASE CONTROL
A. Stabilization
In all situations of practical relevance, the phase difference between the reference and illuminating wavefront fluctuates because of thermal effects and set-up vibrations; hence the interferometer has to be stabilized by a suitable phase-stabilization loop. With reference to a fiber-optic set-up, the configuration shown in Fig. 2 can be used.
In the following, we account for the fluctuations arising from the fiber-optic only; we neglect the fluctuations of the free propagation path of the wavefronts emerging from arms (3) and (4) in The principle of operation of the phase-stabilization loop is the following: the reference and illuminating wavefronts are obtained by a fiber-optic coupler used as a beamsplitter; the fractions of the reference and illuminating wavefront reflected from the output glass/air interface of the two arms (4) and (3) (see Fig. 2 ), interfere after travelling an optical path twice the one travelled by the two output wavefronts, emerging then from the unused arm (2). Calling the phase difference between the wavefronts emerging from arms (4) and (3), and the phase difference between the back-reflected wavefronts emerging from arm (2), the relation holds; by stabilizing the phase , the phase will be consequently stabilized [6] .
The value of is stabilized by comparing the amplified interferometric signal emerging from arm (2) (4) with a reference voltage ; the amplified error signal drives a piezoceramic phase modulator [9] in a feedback configuration. The equilibrium value of the phase corresponding to the reference value (named in the following) is obtained by solving the following equation system (5) where, with reference to Fig. 2, is the low-frequency gain of the difference amplifier , and is the transducing constant of the phase modulator (PM). The result, in the infinite loop-gain approximation, is (6) Choosing as the reference signal, the equilibrium values of the interferometer phase are then (7) The value of is usually quite high, because the optical path difference between the two arms (3) and (4) is of the order of many wavelengths; however this path difference is of low relevance, if it is shorter than the coherence length of the light source.
The stability of previously obtained equilibrium points will be now tested by evaluating the low-frequency loop-gain following from the linearized block-diagram shown in Fig. 3 (b) (8) Previously obtained equilibrium points are stable only when the loop-gain is negative. Assuming that parameters and are all positive, the loop-gain is negative when in (7) the minus sign holds, that is (9) The equilibrium points given by (9) , marked by in Fig. 4 (a), are thus stable.
Changing the loop-gain sign (e.g., by changing the sign, or by inserting a deviator switching between two arms with gain 1 and , respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 ), equilibrium points satisfy the following equation system: (10) Stable equilibrium points are now given by (11) and are marked by in Fig. 4(a) . Stability of the new equilibrium points follows from the simultaneous change of sign of the gain and of the slope of the interferometric signal (4), as seen in Fig. 4 . Removing the infinite loop gain hypothesis the following equilibrium voltage values, slightly different from , are obtained [from (5) and (10)] (12) The first of (12) holds for -type equilibrium point, and the second for -type equilibrium point; stable equilibrium points corresponding to finite loop-gain are shown in Fig. 4(b) . Equations (12) hold for
B. Phase Stepping
Transitions between -type and -type equilibrium point could occur with increasing or decreasing phase: e.g., starting from equilibrium point (2) [see Fig. 4(b) ], point (1') or point (3') could be reached. In order to understand the phase evolution, a detailed analysis of the system behavior during the temporary instability following the change of sign of the gain has to be performed.
Starting from the stable state (2) and changing the gain from to , the working point suddenly moves (A), (B) , as detailed in Fig. 6(a) ; the new nearest equilibrium point is Changing now the gain sign from to , the working point [see Fig. 6 (b)] moves from (1') to (C) and immediately to (D); the nearest equilibrium point is now (1), that is unstable; hence (D) moves away from (1) toward (2). Repeated gain sign change causes stepping of the phase with alternate sign, moving the working point between (2) and (1').
The phase values corresponding to the stable equilibrium points (2) and (1'), amount, respectively, to
The amplitude of each phase step is therefore (14) thus approaching as . The described behavior is supported by numerical simulation [10] , as shown in Fig. 7(a) , where the working point path in the plane during repeated gain sign changes is depicted, along with the time dependence of , for . Each phase step corresponds to a phase step in the phase of the reference wavefront, as previously noted. These phase steps are of alternate sign, and hence unsuitable for phase map reconstruction by the four-step technique. It is important to note that the steady state error [see Fig. 4(b) (12) and (13). The error will thus be positive for -type equilibrium point, and negative for -type equilibrium point if , and of the opposite sign if ; different values of in (15) correspond to the various equilibrium points shown in Fig. 4(b) ( means ). Equilibrium points different from those given by (13) can be reached by properly forcing the sign of each phase step; the phase can thus be increased or decreased. As can be seen from Figs. 4(b), 6(a) and (b), decreases when and before the gain sign change, and increases when and before the gain sign change. This behavior can be summarized by stating that the phase step is: 1) increasing if and are of the same sign immediately before gain sign changing; 2) decreasing if and are of opposite sign immediately before gain sign changing. To obtain an increasing phase step starting from an -type equilibrium point with , the error should be kept positive before gain sign changing but, from the second of (15), it is negative. A temporary positive error can be obtained by increasing the value before changing the gain sign, until becomes less than . Starting from an -type equilibrium point with , the error is already positive and a gain sign change results in an increasing step, as required. We can thus conclude that, in order to obtain increasing steps starting from -type or -type equilibrium point with , the sign of the error has to be forced positive immediately before gain sign changing.
Phase is of the same sign as, and proportional to, the voltage so that increasing (e.g., by superposition of a positive pulse as schematically shown in Fig. 8 ) means increasing . In Fig. 8 , a Proportional-Integral (P.I.) controller is also shown: it is required to lower the steady error ( as ), allowing at the same time the loop gain immediately after gain sign changing (on a time scale longer than ) to be again approximately given by from (8) . In this way, the sign of the error can be forced positive immediately before gain sign changing, hence obtaining positive steps. The previously described phase stepping technique has been simulated following the block-diagram shown in Fig. 8(a) : the time derivative of the syncronization signal is first taken, and its absolute value, formed to give the pulse , is then injected into the control loop in front of the amplifier A. Gain sign switching signal is a properly delayed replica of , so that switching takes place after error has reached a value of proper sign. In Fig. 7(b) , are shown simulation results: as can be seen, phase steps are all of the same amplitude and sign (positive in this case).
steady error relative to [see (14)] vanishes because of the presence of the P.I. controller.
Phase steps of the same sign can be also obtained by the P.I. controller alone [see Fig. 8(b) ], by switching the sign at a proper frequency; the P.I. controller parameters have to be chosen so that the system response to gain sign change is ringing. The amplitude and duration of ringing have to be such that the error has the proper sign when the next gain sign change occurs. The last mentioned approach requires some tuning of the system, but it is simpler than the one previously described because pulse and related circuitry are no longer required. In Fig. 9 , the results obtained simulating the system depicted in Fig. 8(b) are shown, where phase stepping is obtained only by the P.I. controller and gain sign changing signal .
IV. EXPERIMENT
We test the phase control system of a fiber-optic ESPI setup shown in Fig. 2 , phase step sign being forced by repeated changes of the loop gain sign [11] with the aid of a P.I. controller [block scheme in Fig. 8(b) ]. The phase control system is slaved to the same computer used for image acquisition and processing, each phase step being sequentially inserted between successive images at the frame rate of the used CCD camera.
In Fig. 10 , it is shown the plot of the measured phase modulator control voltage versus time. In Fig. 9 , are shown the results obtained by simulating the system in Fig. 8(b) using the same parameters of the true system, i.e., ms, rs V/r, V, Hz. Good agreement between measurement and simulation is attained.
The residual phase error is 2.5 mr over a 200 Hz bandwidth, fully acceptable in ESPI applications.
V. CONCLUSION
The phase control system of a previously implemented fiberoptic ESPI set-up is studied and simulated, comparing the simulation results with measurements. The implemented phase control loop allows phase stabilization during each image acquisition, as well as insertion of phase steps of proper sign and amplitude between successive image acquisitions, without opening the control loop. Such a system allows easy recovery of the phase map by the four-phase-step technique . The method is more stable than the previously proposed open-loop phase-stepping methods. Measurements made on the phase control loop of the tested fiber-optic ESPI system demonstrate that a phase-step error of 2.5 mr over a 200 Hz bandwidth can be attained. The proposed phase stepping technique can be profitably used in fiber-optic ESPI set-up when the optical path fluctuations of the fiber-optic dominates.
